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The notorious advances in textual information storage need fast and efficient
tools to organize, retrieve and browse this information and tools for knowledge
extraction. A very interesting way to organize specific domain information is
the topic taxonomy building. Moreover a great challenge in this research area is
the result evaluation and validation. This evaluation can be carried out through
objective measures or through a subjective analysis, which is based on the do-
main specialist judgment. The measures CQM and SQM [1] are used to evaluate
a generated taxonomy against a reference taxonomy. A reference taxonomy is
constructed by human and consolidated through its community use along the
years. The CQM is used to evaluate the generated taxonomy relatively to the
selected descriptors for each taxonomy node; on the other hand, the SQM is
used to evaluate the taxonomy structure. As these objective measures do not
encompass the specialist knowledge, the specialist evaluation is very important.
However the human evaluation is expensive, because this task involves readiness,
time and dedication from the specialists. In this way, the TaXEm tool claims
to reduce the subjective evaluation costs. The TaXEm (Taxonomia em XML da
Embrapa) tool offers subsidies for carrying out a taxonomy (semi)automatic eva-
luation, which allows the user to implement some automatic evaluation before
going on a subjective evaluation. Initially the TaXEm development was based
on the Embrapa´s Information Agency3 considering each product agency [2] as
a reference taxonomy; although it can be configured to work with any other
reference topic taxonomy. In this work, a topic taxonomy is a hierarchical orga-
nization of a text collection, in which each node has a descriptor set of terms
and each document can have its own set of descriptors.
The TaXEm implements an enrichment process from the reference taxo-
nomy and its related set of documents. This enrichment process has its es-
sential character in the descriptor term set expansion, taking the original set
of terms and finding equivalent terms, synonyms or semantically related terms
in a domain thesaurus. The descriptor term set can be keywords, subject, ca-
tegory, title or any other metadatum which was manually attributed to each
reference taxonomy node or to each related document. The original descriptor
terms with the expanded terms form the expanded vocabulary. For example, the
Embrapa´s Information Agency belongs to the agribusiness domain, consequen-
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tly a agriculture thesaurus was used to expand the vocabulary - THESAGRO4.
For example, in this thesaurus, the term abacaxizeiro (pineaple tropical plant)
has an equivalent relation to abacaxi (pineapple fruit) and the term enologia
(enology) has a semantically relation to vinho (wine). If a medical topic taxo-
nomy were constructed, for example, using some topic in the PubMed collection
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez/), the TaXEm could use the MeSH
thesaurus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh). In this second example, a term
as adipose tissue neoplasm is a semantic generalization for angiolipoma, angi-
omyolipoma, lipoma, liposarcoma and myelolipoma.
In this way, the TaXEm allows the comparison of an automatic generated
topic taxonomy against an enriched reference taxonomy without information
loss.
As the tool generates expanded vocabularies, the verifications among the se-
lected descriptor terms can be done at the document set level or the taxonomy
hierarchy level. This verification consists in the calculation of the proportion of
the selected terms that belongs to the set of the enriched terms in each docu-
ment or taxonomy level. It has to be noted that the enrichment process increases
the verification space which can increase the proportion of corrected matches.
Moreover, it is possible to verify if the descriptor terms are able to discriminate
the domain topics and subtopics through the verification of their position in
each hierarchy node or the position of the nodes into the hierarchy structure.
Additionally, the domain documents were organized in textual bases and their
vocabulary has been enriched, so that a variety of classification tasks could be
performed over them. To sum up, the expansion of the vocabulary has contribu-
ted with an objective evaluation of the generated taxonomies and has enabled
a tool to transform this kind of evaluation in an automatic or semi-automatic
process.
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